In this paper we study the existence and multiplicity of nontrivial solutions for a boundary value problem associated with a semilinear sixth-order ordinary differential equation arising in the study of spatial patterns. Our treatment is based on variational tools, including two Brezis-Nirenberg's linking theorems.
Introduction
In this paper, we study the existence and multiplicity of the solutions of the following boundary value problem, say (P ):
where A, B and C are some given real constants and f (x, u) is a continuous function on R 2 , whose potential satisfies some suitable assumptions. The problem is motivated by the study of the formation of the spatial periodic patterns in bistable systems. In investigating such spatial patterns, a key role is played by a model equation, which is simpler than the full equation describing the process. Recently, interest has turned to fourth-order parabolic differential equations, involving bistable dynamics, such as the extended Fisher-Kolmogorov (EFK) equation studied by Gardner and Jones [6] as well as by Caginalp and Fife [1] . If f is an even 2L-periodic function with respect to x, and odd with respect to u, the 2L-periodic extensionū of the odd extension of the solution u of problem (P ) to the interval [−L, L] yields a 2L-periodic solution of Eq. (1).
The existence of periodic solutions of both the EFK equation and the SH equation was studied by Peletier and Troy [4] , Peletier and Rottschäfer [5] , Tersian and Chaparova [7] and other authors.
In this paper we introduce an extended class for the nonlinear term f (x, u) which includes the typical example f (x, u) = b(x)u|u| p−2 , where p > 2 and b(x) is a continuous positive function.
We suppose f (x, 0) = 0, ∀x ∈ R, and the potential
satisfies the following assumptions:
u 2 → +∞ as |u| → +∞, uniformly with respect to x in bounded intervals, and (H 2 ) 0 F (x, u) = o(u 2 ) as u → 0, uniformly with respect to x in bounded intervals.
Problem (P ) has a variational structure and its solutions can be found as critical points of the functional
in the Sobolev space
We obtain nontrivial critical points of the above functional I by using two BrezisNirenberg's linking theorems (see [2] ). We are going to recall their statements.
Let E be a Banach space and J ∈ C 1 (E, R) be a differentiable functional. We say that J satisfies the Palais-Smale condition (henceforth denoted by (PS) condition) if any sequence (u n ) n in E for which J (u n ) is bounded and J (u n ) → 0 as n → ∞, has a convergent subsequence.
Let E has a direct sum decomposition E = X ⊕ Y where k := dim X < ∞. The functional J is said to have a local linking at 0 if for some r > 0, The issue of a complete analysis of problem (P ) has been formulated in Chaparova et al. [3] .
The symbol P (ξ) := ξ 6 − Aξ 4 + Bξ 2 − C of the linear differential operator L(u) := u (6) + Au (4) + Bu + Cu play an important role here.
We are now going to state our main results. 
Theorem 3. Let the continuous function
Assume that there are a natural number m and L 0 > 0 such that
and there exists an interval U with an endpoint L 0 such that for L ∈ U \{L 0 },
Then there exists a subinterval
Moreover, two of them, say u 1 and u 2 , are local minimum points and satisfy
To illustrate condition (H 3 ) we take the polynomial
The graphs of functions p j (L), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are presented on Fig. 1 . Now, let us describe a general situation. Assume that p 1 (L) has two zeros L 1 and
We are interested in the case in which the intersection of intervals ]nL 1 , nM 1 [ and ](n + 1)L 1 , (n + 1)M 1 [ is nonempty. This depends on coefficients A, B and C only.
The next part of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we state and prove some auxiliary results. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 3-5. In Appendix A we present a technical proposition related to Theorem 4, where ranges of parameters A, B, C and L are described. 
Auxiliary results
A function u is said to be a weak solution of problem
It is easily seen that every weak solution of (P ) is a classical solution of (P ) (see also [7, Proposition 1]). Weak solutions of (P ) are critical points of the functional I : H (L) → R defined by (3).
Lemma 6. We have
The Poincaré type inequality (5) is proved in [7] . The equivalence of the norms as well as the completeness of the above orthogonal system are proved in [3] (cf. Lemma 4.2). In the sequel, we shall denote by · the norm induced by ·,· .
Lemma 7. Let f (x, u) be a continuous function such that (H 1 ) holds. Then functional I is coercive, bounded from below and it satisfies (PS) condition.
Proof. The proof is based on the following steps.
Step 1. There exists a completely continuous operator
Indeed, I has the form
By the Sobolev compact embedding theorem
, K is a completely continuous operator.
Step 2. Functional I (u) is coercive and bounded from below.
Assume that I is not coercive, i.e., there exist a constant N > 0 and a sequence (u n ) n such that I (u n ) N and u n → ∞. Hence there is a subsequence (denoted again by
so letting n → ∞, we get
which is impossible. Now, assume v 0 = 0. Then there is a constant r > 0 and an interval Δ ⊂ (0, L) such that |v 0 (x)| > r and |v n (x)| > r on Δ for sufficiently large n. Hence |u n (x)| > r u n → ∞ on Δ and we have
This implies
where the last term of the right side is unbounded in view of (H 1 ), which gives a contradiction. Therefore, functional I (u) is coercive and it is bounded from below on the whole
H (L).
Let (u n ) n be a sequence in H (L) such that I (u n ) is bounded and I (u n ) → 0 as n → ∞.
Step 2 implies that (u n ) n is a bounded sequence. Then, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by (u n ) n , which is weakly convergent. By Step 1 and I (u n ) → 0, it follows that u n = I (u n ) − Ku n is a convergent sequence, i.e., I satisfies the (PS) condition. 2
Lemma 8. Let function F(x, u) satisfies (H 2 ) and the natural number n be such that P ( nπ L ) < 0. Then, functional I (u) has a local linking at 0.
Proof. By our assumption on P and the fact that P ( nπ L ) → +∞ as n → ∞, there exists a finite set of natural numbers {m 1 
and set c 2
Let us take a small constant ε, such that 0
We have
if 0 < ρ δ/ √ k. Functional I has a local linking at 0. Indeed, by (7), for sufficiently small ρ > 0 we have
Let u ∈ E ⊥ k and u ρ. It follows that
by the definition of the numbers m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m k . By assumption F (x, u) 0 we have that
Remark. The set M is the union of at most two sets formed by subsequent numbers.
Proofs of the main results
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 6, we have for
Now we estimate the quadratic term in B(u, u):
Therefore 
The proof will be provided by the following steps.
Step 1. Given a constant α > 0 there exists an interval
is a zero of P (ξ) and −α < P (ξ) < 0 in a one-sided neighborhood of ξ 0 .
Step 2. Given a constant β > 0 there exists an interval V 2 ⊂ U, such that L 0 ∈ V 2 , and inequalities (8) and
hold for L ∈ V 2 \{L 0 }.
Then the right side inequality is a consequence of the proof of Lemma 8. Let us now prove the left inequality.
By the definition of m (see assumption (H 3 )), Fourier series arguments and Hölder's inequality we obtain
By the elementary inequality
which holds for a > 0, b > 0, x > 0 and p > 2, there exists an α > 0, such that the left inequality of (9) holds provided that 0 > P (
) > −α. Now the statement is a consequence from Step 1, if we choose V 2 = V 1 .
Step 3. There exists a constant β > 0 and an interval V 3 ⊂ U, depending on F and L 0 , such that L 0 ∈ Int V 3 , and
for all L ∈ V 3 .
Arguing as in the first part of the proof of Lemma 8, we see that there exists a constant β > 0 such that (12) holds provided that L = L 0 . Thus, by continuity, (12) is satisfied in an interval containing L 0 as an interior point.
Step 4. There exists an interval
has two local minimum points u 1 and u 2 which satisfy I (u 1 ; L) < 0, I (u 2 ; L) < 0 and
Let β > 0 and let the interval V 3 be as in Step 3. By Step 2 there is an interval 
Analogously, we obtain another minimum point u 2 ∈ B + R with the property I (u 2 ; L) < −β < 0.
(15)
Inequalities (13) This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 2
Suppose that one of the following cases holds:
Let m 2 and suppose that one of the following cases holds: 
